
SCOUT Projects:              Electric Dinghy 

m/v SCOUT (Great Harbour N37)               Ray Henry  

Description 
What you intend to do with your dinghy has a lot of bearing on what works for you.  There are tradeoffs 

that cover a large spectrum.  We had settled on a Whaly 270 rotomolded plastic dinghy because it was 

lightweight, unsinkable, and would never “lose air”.  It was one of the smaller of the many models Whaly 

makes.   

I attempted to use a 9.9 EFI outboard (100lbs) with it, and it was just too much weight and stress on the 

transom (the manufacturer specified 8hp maximum).  It would get up and go - and plane with two people 

- but was very heavy for me to move around, I needed (wanted) to flush it after every use, and was a bit 

unwieldy for me to get down and put up on the deckhouse when combined with the dinghy. 

This project was to convert the dinghy to all-electric.  We have lots of solar power available on SCOUT 

and there was no reason not to use it. No gas to buy/store, no flushing after use, no stale fuel issues, no 

oil changes, etc.  The only tradeoff for this, for our uses, was no planning speeds. 

Here is what I put together for our situation. 

Parts Ordered 
1. Torqeedo Cruise 2.0 Tiller Model 

 

https://www.torqeedo.com/us/en-
us/products/outboards/cruise/cruise-2.0-t/M-1234-00.html 

 

 

2. Relion RB75 Lithium Batteries (2) 

 

https://relionbattery.com/products/lithium/rb75 

 

https://www.torqeedo.com/us/en-us/products/outboards/cruise/cruise-2.0-t/M-1234-00.html
https://www.torqeedo.com/us/en-us/products/outboards/cruise/cruise-2.0-t/M-1234-00.html
https://relionbattery.com/products/lithium/rb75


 

3. Fuse, cutoff switch, and charger plug(s) 

 

 

 

 
 

4. High current DC connections 

 
 

5. PET sleeving for nicer cabling 

 

 
 

6. Copper flat bar 

 
 



7. Extension for charging cable 

 
 

8. Victron lithium battery charger 

 

Design 
The primary driver for the battery bank size, and unlikely also the motor brand, was the size of the bow 

compartment in the dinghy.  I wanted the most horsepower possible with batteries to be mounted in the 

bow locker semi-permanently.  Only the motor would be removed and stored inside. 

This drove me to a 24V motor solution to get the most horsepower compared to the battery capacity for 

the space available.  We considered e-Propulsion motors, which are a bit cheaper, but the 48V solution 

needed for anything above 3hp required more battery than the space that was available.  We settled on 

the 24V Torqeedo Cruise 2.0 which is approximately a 5hp equivalent. 

The Relion lithium batteries have a good reputation and two of their 12V, 75Ah batteries fit just perfectly 

in the bow locker giving 1800 Watt-hours of energy for the motor. 

I didn’t like the arrangement for cabling provided from Torqeedo, so I used the wire cable and made up 

an alternative that had shorter pigtails to drag around with the motor, and a longer length of extension 

cable.  This necessitated adding an additional high-current connector pair.  Their cutoff switch was too 

big to fit in the locker along with the batteries, so I needed to source a smaller one with the same rated 

current capacity. 

While a bit tedious, getting all of the “bits” made up to hold the batteries and mount the fuse, connectors 

and on/off switch was pretty straightforward.   



Here is a schematic view of the setup. 

 

 

 

I started by putting some brackets inside the locker where a hold down bar would go and test fitting the 

two batteries. 

 

 

 



Then I mounted the power cable connection, fuse, and cutoff switch. 

 

 

 

 

Then the batteries were replaced and locked down with a piece of starboard.  A charger port was added 

hanging down from the hold down bar.  I used a thick (1/8”) piece of copper bar to connect the batteries 

in series (24V) and minimize any voltage differences in the system. 

 

 

 



The pieces stored inside from the dinghy are the motor (~35lbs), tiller handle (computer), and a length of 

cable to go from the dinghy locker to the transom. 

 

 

 

 

I added some PET sleeving to tame the two large DC cables and protect them a bit, and then put a big 

piece of heat shrink over the ends.  

For charging, I opted for a Victron 24V charger with built-in Lithium charging profile.  It is completely 

waterproof and has a Bluetooth interface to monitor charging and settings.  It has a 12A output charge 

current at 24V.  While the lithium batteries can accept up to 75A for a fast charge, I never saw us needing 

to recharge in the middle of a single day and the lower charge current allowed for a MUCH smaller and 

lower cost charger to be used. 

I extended the output charge cable to reach from the cockpit up on to the deckhouse and plug right into 

the dinghy bow locker plug.  The whole charging kit fits in a little tool bag and is kept inside.  The AC side 

just plug into the cockpit AC outlet and runs from shore power, generator, or our inverter from the house 

bank (fueled by the solar panels). 

 



Here is charger hooked up with the dinghy up on the deckhouse. 

 

 

 

I added the PET sleeving to the 24V charging cables to tame the two wires and to further protect them 

from chafe and UV exposure. 

While the lithium batteries can accept a HUGE charge current (75A) and recharge very quickly, we opted 

for a less expensive and very compact charger since we would likely not need to charge repeatedly during 

a single day. 

Completion 
Here we are installed on the transom and ready for action. 

 



 

 

The dinghy appears MUCH more balanced now, having about 50lbs forward in the bow locker, and about 

40lbs on the transom ------- compared to the 100lbs of Suzuki 9.9 all sitting on the transom. 

So – time for the testing – what will it do?  How far can you go? How long will the batteries last? …… 

 

 

Well, I held out hope that I might be able to plane with just one person aboard, but 5hp is just not 

enough      and it was not to be (maybe I need to lose some weight). 

Here are the numbers from testing with one and two people aboard and NO gear.  No current or wind 

during testing.  GPS used for speed reports. 



 

 

Based on this test data and our intended use cases, it looks like this setup is just about perfect.  It appears 

that the load in the dinghy (2 people) does not have much effect until it starts trying to climb up the bow 

wave. 

An longer range test is shown below, and the associated statistics match pretty well the calculations 

above. 

 

 

I left motor running when we got back to deplete the batteries. Automatic cutoff and subsequent motor 

calculation on the Torqeedo display showed 73Ah (@24V) used until cutoff. Relion batteries rated at 

75Ah. 

 

 



 

 

The 12A charger seems to show (3 charge cycles) almost exactly the capacity to recharge (~76Ah) in 

about 7 hours once the motor reaches its cutoff point.  This is almost exactly what I had predicted when 

estimating performance. 

 

 

I think things are pretty well calibrated now! 

 

Do-Overs and Comments 
We think we will be very happy with the light weight and maintenance free aspects of the electric motor.  

However, the whole project was QUITE expensive.  

I have heard of people still using these motors and lithium batteries after 10 years – I sure hope we find 

the same reliability. 


